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Industrial Engineers have always had to adapt to diverse work environments ranging from 

automotive assembly plants to steel-making foundry operations.  One work environment that has 

been historically challenging to IE’s has been within what are known as the process industries.  

Unlike traditional parts manufacture and assembly operations, the process industry has some 

inherent challenges that must be overcome for IE tools to be effective.  The purpose of this 

article is to compare and contrast some of the key attributes of the process industry environment 

and the classical parts and pieces manufacturing environment and start a dialog around the 

industrial engineering tools, techniques and philosophies needed to be successful within the 

process industry. 
 

All manufacturing processes can be broadly categorized into two groups:  discrete parts 

assembly manufacturing and process industry manufacturing.  Assembly manufacturing 

generally consists of the manufacture of individual parts and components and then welding, 

bolting, or otherwise fastening them together into a finished product.  Examples include 

automobiles, aircraft, motorcycles, cell phones, computers, power tools, television sets, and hair 

dryers.   

 

Process industries are characterized by processes including chemical reactions, mixing, 

blending, extrusion, sheet forming, slitting, baking, and annealing. Finished products can be in 

solid form packaged as rolls, spools, sheets, or tubes; or they can be in powder, pellet or liquid 

form in containers ranging from bottles and buckets to tankcars and railcars.  Examples include 

automotive and house paints, processed foods and beverages, paper goods, plastic packaging 

films, fibers, carpets, glass, and ceramics.  The outputs may be sold as consumer products (e.g. 

food and beverages, cosmetics) but more often become ingredients or components for other 

manufacturing processes. 

 

The difference between assembly and process industries has often been characterized as 

discrete versus continuous processing, but that is a profound oversimplification.  While many of 

these processes are continuous (e.g. oil refining, manufacture of bulk chemicals), many are batch 

chemical (house paints, industrial lubricants) or what could be considered mechanical batching 

(e.g. rolls of paper, tubs of fiber) and become discrete later in the process (e.g. tubes of 

toothpaste, rolls of carpet, buckets of paint, jars of mayonnaise, boxes of cereal).  A better 

characterization of the difference would be that the number of different part types converges as 

material flows through an assembly operation, while the product variety increases as material 

flows through a process operation.  Assembly manufacturing starts with a very large number of 

raw materials and ends with a small number of finished product SKUs, while process operations 

are the opposite; very few raw materials become highly differentiated as material flows through 

the process, ending with a large number of finished SKUs. 
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In Synchronous Manufacturing, Srikanth & Umble segment manufacturing operations into 

four categories: 

1. Basic producers – use natural resources as inputs and refine or separate them into 

products used as material inputs by other types of manufacturing operations 

2. Converters – transform materials  into consumer goods or end items used by 

fabricators 

3. Fabricators – produce consumer goods or parts or components for assemblers 

4. Assemblers – combine parts and components to produce finished goods. 

Basic producers and converters are generally considered to be process industry operations, 

while discrete parts assemblers have, of course, assembly processes. Fabricators can fall into 

either category, depending on the specific type of operations performed. 

 

Because process operations and discrete parts assembly manufacturing are different and have 

different challenges, the Institute of Industrial Engineers has a separate Process Industry Division 

to focus on issues and challenges specific to that group.  The differences are profound enough 

that the application of Lean and other IE tools must be approached quite differently.   

 

So what are some of the underlying differences? 

 

Characteristics that distinguish the Process Industries 
 
Volume, Variety, and Variability - Manufacturing processes have traditionally been 

described in terms of a volume variety continuum, with high volume, low variety production at 

one end and high variety, low volume at the other.  High volume production is characterized by 

gasoline refining, where a company may produce hundreds of millions of gallons per year but in 

only a few grades or octane levels.  High variety is exemplified by custom cabinet making, 

where a shop may have only a hundred orders each year, but where each order is unique.  

Assembly operations generally fall into the high volume – low variety category. 

 

The markets served by the process industries have evolved to a situation where producers 

must satisfy both very high volume and high variety.  A synthetic fiber plant may produce three 

hundred million pounds of fiber each year, in several hundred individual end items or SKUs.  A 

soft drink bottler may turn out millions of cases each year of what was once a single product, but 

now includes sugar free, caffeine free, lemon flavored and cherry flavored varieties, packaged in 

a wide variety of sizes and bottle shapes. 

 

In addition to high volume and high variety, process industries now have to deal with a third 

V, high variability.  Process manufacturers may have expected stable SKU demand trends in the 

past, but now must face the reality that with more options, customers are more likely to change 

preferences, so demand at the end item level can be highly variable and very unpredictable. 

 
Capital Intensive vs Labor Intensive - Another major difference with the process 

industries, and one that has a significant impact on the application of IE principles, is that these 

processes tend to be very capital intensive, where parts assembly processes tend to be very labor 
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intensive. Many IE tools are geared toward eliminating wasted labor and improving labor 

productivity.  Labor productivity is an important factor in the process industries, but asset 

productivity is typically far more important. Many of the tools which focus on labor productivity 

and reducing wasted labor are very appropriate in the process industries, but must be expanded to 

extend the focus to include asset productivity. 

 

For example, much of the information on a typical Lean Value Stream Map documents the 

labor required i.e., number of operators per work station, operator cycle time, total operator work 

time per piece, and so on. All of this is necessary for complete understanding of the potential 

waste. However what is missing is the breakdown of factors detracting from asset productivity, 

such as the number of SKUs flowing through each step, and the yield and reliability components 

of OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness). These play a more crucial role in process plants and 

are critical to understanding waste and its root causes in these operations. 

 

Throughput limited by Equipment rather than Labor - A corollary distinguishing factor 

in the process industries is that the equipment is very often the primary rate-limiting factor; 

whereas in discrete parts processes labor is often the rate limiter.  In many discrete parts 

processes, bottlenecks can be eliminated and throughput increased by adding people.  This is 

rarely the case in the process industries.  Applying more labor to a paper sheet forming machine 

or a batch paint mixing vessel will not increase throughput one iota.  So efforts to improve 

process performance must focus much more on the process equipment than how labor is applied. 

 

Leveling out production to match average customer demand is very important for smooth, 

stable manufacturing flow.  Where there is variability in demand, discrete parts plants can 

generally accommodate it by running an extra shift or working over the weekend.  Process plants 

are very often run 24 hours per day/7 days per week, so there are no extra shifts available to 

cover increases in demand.  And since the equipment is usually the limitation, working overtime 

or bringing in temporary labor won’t increase throughput. 

 

The Use of Work Measurement and Engineered Standards -  In discrete parts 

manufacturing, work measurement is performed and engineered standards are developed to 

determine “how many” -   how many brackets can be formed per labor hour or how many  

chassis can be assembled per labor hour.  In continuous processing, the “how many” is usually a 

given; it is a function of capital equipment specifications, process capability, chemical reactions, 

and thermal processes.  In the process industries, work is measured to determine “how busy” 

each operator is.  For example, a processing operator’s duties may include mixing a 10 lb. pre-

blend, hand dumping a 50 lb bag of minor ingredients, and measuring viscosity of a batch that is 

being fed into a rotary molder.  In addition to these routine tasks the operator may have 

equipment tending duties: monitoring the product exiting the molder and picking out defective 

product.   

 

Optimal crewing levels are determined using operator utilization.  A high utilization is 

desirable in discrete manufacturing, but is a concern in the process industries.  An operator who 

is highly utilized in routine tasks does not have time for equipment or product monitoring.  

Processes that are inadequately monitored can result in costly upset conditions.  In some 

industries, the cost of one occurrence of an upset condition might cost the equivalent of the 
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annual income of 20 operators.  Developing engineered standards for process plant operators is 

not always practical because of the variety of duties and because the jobs may involve significant 

problem solving. 

 

The economic utilization level of an operator will often depend on the regularity or 

randomness of the job.  If an operator is charged with restarting heavily utilized process 

equipment after random outages, then 70-75% utilization may be a maximum economic 

assignment level.  Crewing multiple jobs like this in “teams” may allow higher utilization 

assignment – but at the loss of some accountability (important unless the “work teaming” culture 

is strongly entrenched).  Simulation analysis, or even queuing theory, may often be used to 

determine optimal operator assignment for jobs where the task requirements occur randomly 

and/or task times fluctuate. 

 

Equipment is very large and difficult to relocate - Many parts manufacturing processes are 

characterized by relatively small, easy to move machines such as drill presses, grinders, and 

lathes. Most equipment in the process industries is very large and has process piping, hydraulic 

lines, and complex electrical wiring, making it very difficult to relocate to improve flow.  Ovens 

used to dry extruded flakes that will become breakfast cereals can be a hundred feet long or 

more, and twelve to twenty feet wide.  A machine to form papers used as electrical insulation in 

power transformers can likewise have a footprint of a thousand square feet or more, and weigh 

several tons.  It is therefore very difficult to relocate equipment to improve material flow 

patterns.  For this reason, some have incorrectly concluded that Lean Cellular Manufacturing 

practices have little application in the process industries. 

 

Processes are very difficult to stop and restart - The machines typically found in parts 

manufacturing are very easy to start and stop.  This is not always the case in the process 

industries.  Some process equipment can be very time consuming and costly to stop and restart.  

Chemical polymerization vessels may run a two-to-four hour batch, which cannot be interrupted 

without destroying the batch.  Some continuous polymerization process lines are typically run for 

months or years between shutdowns: to stop the flow of hot polymer causes the molten plastic to 

freeze in the lines. Prior to restarting, the entire process line must be disassembled and 

sandblasted clean or burned out, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars.  Similarly, to stop a 

machine extruding plastic films causes the molten plastic to freeze in the die lip, again requiring 

a very extensive and costly clean up.  At the same time, large scale operations frequently have 

limited “turn down” – the lowest percentage of full rate at which the process can operate.  Some 

processes must run at a minimum of 90% of rated capacity (or even higher). These factors lead to 

challenging problems for production planners and tend to drive overproduction, unnecessarily 

large inventories, and make implementation of Just-In-Time or Pull replenishment systems 

difficult.  

 

Product changeover issues are complex.  In parts manufacturing, product changes often 

involve changing tooling and then adjusting or calibrating the machine with the new tooling. The 

primary wastes are time and labor. In the process industries, there are also machine changes to be 

made, but these are often a small component of the total waste.  In addition to lost productivity 

and wasted labor, there can be lost process materials, cleaning fluids and solvents, and 

requirements for additional laboratory testing time.  For example, in the food industry, product 
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families often have products which contain allergens, such as peanuts, and those that do not.  

Where volume warrants it, dedicated lines are often the answer, but in many cases this is not 

economically justified.  As a consequence, very extensive clean-ups must be done after running 

the allergen based products, with complex de-contamination processes and testing to insure a 

contamination free environment afterward.  In the synthetic rubber industry, process capability is 

sometimes poor enough to require significant production time to get properties such as viscosity 

back within specifications, thus generating substantial amounts of wasted material.  Again, 

significant laboratory testing time and facilities can be required to determine when properties are 

finally on aim.   These factors drive production schedulers toward longer campaigns. 

 

While some of the changeover issues faced in the process industries can be dealt with using 

SMED techniques, others require different approaches.  These include: 

 Reducing test lab response time 

 Installing in-line process instrumentation 

 Improving process control techniques 

 

To better manage assets with high changeover times or costs, a scheduling metaphor called 

Product Wheels is often used.  The product wheel consists of all products manufactured on a 

piece of equipment or production line, produced in the sequence that minimizes changeover cost 

and equipment downtime.   A typical wheel might be run every 30 days.  Product wheels, along 

with pull replenishment systems offer one approach to “Lean” operation in the Process 

Industries.  While the wheel would turn every 30 days, only those products with inventory below 

their Kanban level would be run during each cycle of the wheel. 

 

Material Flow Patterns – SKU Fan Out 
 

Perhaps the most dramatic difference between parts assembly plants and process industry 

plants is that the flow patterns and dynamics are quite different.   In fact they are the opposite of 

each other.  As described in Synchronous Manufacturing, the predominant flow characteristic in 

an assembly plant is convergence of part types, whereas process plants are characterized by 

product type divergence.  This difference is shown schematically in Figures 1 and 2.  Figure 1 

represents a typical assembly plant, with material flow from bottom to top.  At the start, there 

may be hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands of individual screws, nuts, bolts, springs, 

sheets of plastic and sheet metal, etc.  As these parts are processed and assembled into sub-

assemblies, then sub-systems, then complete systems, and finally to the finished product, the 

number of different part types diminishes dramatically.  There is a significant convergence of 

parts into assemblies, then systems, to the final product.  Considering the manufacture of Toyota 

Camry’s, for example,  there may be tens of thousands of part types at the start, while the final 

product comprises two trim lines, in several colors, for a total end item variety of perhaps a 

dozen or so. This flow pattern has been called an “A” type process, because it resembles the 

letter A when diagrammed as in Figure 1. 
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Figure  1 Schematic Diagram of an “A” Type Process 
 

 

Process industry operations generally follow the flow pattern shown in Figure 2.  The process 

starts with very few raw materials, which may be mixed, reacted, then cast or extruded as fibers, 

sheets, or pellets, and then further processed to create tremendous final product variety.  In the 

manufacture of nylon yarns for apparel or for seat belts, the process starts with very few raw 

materials: adipic acid, diamine, TiO2, and demineralized water.  These are mixed, polymerized 

to create a highly viscous molten plastic, and then extruded as groups of very fine fibers.  They 

can then be stretched at different ratios to build a desired tenacity level, annealed to permanently 

set the properties, dyed to fit the particular end use, and wound on one of a wide variety of rolls 

or spools.  What started as four primary ingredients ends as hundreds or thousands of end item 

SKUs.  The predominant flow pattern is one of divergence.  This flow pattern is sometimes 

called a “V” type process, reflecting the way it is diagrammed in Figure 2. 

 

As a specific example of a “V” type process, consider the manufacturing line making paper-

like sheet goods for use in hospital gowns, envelopes, and medical packaging diagrammed in 

Figure 3.   Rolls are formed, bonded (heat treated), slit (cut to customer widths), chopped (cut to 

customer lengths), packaged and stored for shipment.  At each step, process parameters can be 

adjusted to create different product varieties, so what began as six raw material types has become 

two thousand different SKUs at the end-item level. 
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Figure  2  -  Schematic Diagram of a “V” Type Process 

 
 

 

 

RAW MATERIALS  =  6 TYPES

MASTER ROLLS  =  50 TYPES

PACKAGED ROLLS  =  2000 TYPES

CUT ROLLS  =  1800 TYPES

BONDED ROLLS                 

200 TYPES

SLIT ROLLS  =  1000 TYPES

 
 

Figure  3  -  SKU Fan Out in the Sheet Goods Example 
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Another example involves the processing of salad dressings.  A mayonnaise-like base is 

processed to create different viscosities (thicknesses), mixed with different combinations of 

flavorings, spices and food colors, bottled in containers of different sizes, and packaged in a 

variety of carton put-ups.  Thus a single dressing base can become several dozen varieties of 

final SKUs. 

 

The presence of a number of product differentiation points, where a single material can be 

transformed into one of several varieties, is at the core of the difference in A type and V type 

processes.  Scheduling is critical at each differentiation point; if the wrong differentiation 

decisions are made, it can have a profound impact on manufacturing system performance.  If 

differentiation decisions are made incorrectly, if a currently unneeded variety is produced, it 

flows to finished product inventory, filling the warehouse with unneeded product.  It has also 

consumed valuable production capacity, which is then unavailable to make needed products.  So 

finished product inventory can be very large, while customer service is poor.  In the case of the 

sheet goods example above, if the product is slit to currently unneeded widths, finished product 

inventory of those widths will increase while shortages of other widths can occur. 

 

Production Coordinating and Managing Processes 
 

From an Industrial Engineering perspective, production processes can be divided into four 

categories:  elemental processes, compound processes, coordinative and business processes, and 

managerial processes.  Elemental processes are the most basic activities whereas compound 

processes are combinations of several elemental processes.  For example, in the food industry, 

examples of elemental process are washing of fruits and vegetables, sizing and peeling.  In an 

integrated steel mill, compound processes include cooking of pig iron to produce steel (this 

involves addition of alloying metals and passing of purifying gases while apply heat and pressure 

at the same time), and hot/cold rolling to make coil (this involves passing the metal bar 

repeatedly under rollers while applying pressure at the sides to turn the bar into a steel coil).  In 

most instances, the responsibility for managing elemental and compound processes rests on the 

shoulders of appropriate chemical, metallurgical, electrical and mechanical engineers. 

 

Industrials engineers are more likely to support and provide leadership in coordinative and 

managerial processes.  Some common coordinative processes are as follows; 

 Deciding how much to buy/produce, where, by whom and how? 

 Managing shop-floor activities (also called production planning and control) and 

order fulfillment processes. 

 Managing production capacity:  How much capacity?  How to allocate capacity to 

competing demands?  When to idle?  How often and when to switch production? 

Typical managerial processes are as follows; 

 Capital investment appraisal process 

 Employee development process 

 Processes that determine mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures and strategic 

alliances 

 Processes that deal with partners up and downstream in the supply chain 
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While these same issues also arise in discrete parts manufacturing, the coordinative and 

managerial processes in process industry are more complex for many of the reasons stated 

earlier.   

 

Figure  4 summarizes the primary differences between discrete parts assembly 

processes and the process industries, specifically as they influence the application of IE tools. 

 

 

So how do you deal with all of this? 
 

It should be apparent by now that Industrial Engineers working in process industry plants 

must modify and adapt many of the tools they learned in engineering school if they are to meet 

all of these challenges effectively.  Fortunately, IE’s working in a number of process companies 

have evolved effective, time-proven techniques and practices for dealing with these complex 

issues. 

 

Many of these practices are not yet thoroughly documented, so the best way to learn more 

about them is to join the Process Industries Division (PID) of IIE, collaborate with PID 

members, and attend presentations in the PID track at the annual conference. The PID has 

established a web site (www.iienet.org/process) and over the next several months will add articles 

describing practices and solutions specific to process industry challenges, with case study 

examples of successful applications.  Please visit us! 

 

http://www.iienet.org/process
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Figure  4  Discrete Parts Assembly Manufacturing  ~  Process Industry Contrasts 
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